
Frexit 

Category Choices
Title Frexit 

Objective With this activity, pupils connect current events in de world to Frisian culture and think 
about this critically. 

Target group First grades of secondary school

Subject Language: Dutch and Frisian 
Content: Social studies, citizenship

Duration 2 lessons
Link to curriculum Linguistics
Languages Dutch and Frisian

Link to FREPA Knowledge about languages in Fryslân, Europe and the world 
Knowledge about cultural differences

Skills Listening, reading, writing, speaking
Theoretical support Language awareness

Activity description

Lesson 1:
Step 1 ( 5 minutes): 
The teacher starts the lesson with a question for the pupils. The question is: ‘Who can 
tell me what ‘Brexit’ means?’. The teacher then briefly explains this and explains that the 
Frisians are thinking about a ‘Frexit’: Fryslân independent from The Netherlands.

Step 2 (5 minutes): 
The teacher explains the assignment. The pupils will find out what the identity of Fryslân 
is and they are going to write a text about it. The teacher also tells the aim of this lesson. 

Step 3 (2 - 3 minutes): 
If there are any questions from the pupils, they can be answered. 

Step 4 (10 minutes): 
The pupils have a brief discussion with their neighbor. They brainstorm about the Frisian 
culture: the flag, the national anthem, products, sportsmen, cultural sights. Optionally, 
they make a mind map. 

Step 5 (15-20 minutes): 
The pupils write a short essay (around 1 page) about Frexit. Are they in favor or against? 
The pupil will write, among other things, how this independent Friesland will look. 
Which typical Frisian things, discussed in step 4, play a role? Who will govern and which 
coin will be used?
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Lesson 2:
Step 6 (20 minutes):
The pupils finish the essay. 

Step 6 (5 - 10 minutes): 
At the end of the lesson, the teacher and the students discuss what the Frisian identity 
is and what they found as typical Frisian things, buildings or people. The teacher can 
write these things on the board in, for example a word web. 

Step 7 (5 - 10 miutes): 
Optionally, the student scan present their story in front of the class. The teacher can 
also vote with the students whether they are in favor of a Frexit or against a Frexit.

Materials

• (Digital) board
• Potentially a dictionary or a translating website, such as: taalweb.frl
• Pen or pencil
• Eraser
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